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f horses could talk, the 11
Clydesdales with the New
Castle County Mounted Patrol Unit,
located in Wilmington, Delaware,
would have plenty to say. They
would tell you how happy and proud
they are to be part of such an outstanding police department.
There would be an open invitation to come visit the stables and pastures located at Carousel Park and
Equestrian Center, a beautiful 206acre wooded property
in the middle

of the city. There you would meet
the team: Diesel, Elvis, Julio, Junior,
Seahawk, Spartan, Titan, Warden,
Wrangler, Xander and Zeep, along
with the six full-time officers, four
auxiliary riders, and commander,
Sergeant James Henasey.
Each horse would delight in
explaining more about their important work out on patrol in the county,
and they’d
be thrilled
to elaborate
about their

involvement in community events
and activities throughout the year at
schools, retirement facilities, parades,
festivals, concerts, grand openings,
10k races and more.
“It’s an honor to work with such
amazing animals,” reports Sgt.
Henasey. “Clydesdales are the ideal
horse for police patrol because of
their calm demeanor and intelligence. They’re easy to train and have
the ability to adapt to new situations
with confidence and patience. Our
unit uses all geldings. Typically, they
don’t get fidgety or anxious, which
is crucial when having to stand
still in a situation or at an event.
Clydesdales take it in stride: they
simply wait with great composure
and self-control.”
The mounted patrol began in
1981 with a grant from Community
Development and Housing (CD&H)
continued on next page

Whether on the job, doing a public appearance
or simply training, 11 Clydes make for a pretty
impressive sight.
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Sensory training is essential for this job. It instills confidence through desensitization to
noises, obstacles and unfamiliar sights and sounds.
Clydesdale Cops on Patrol continued

in order to have an expanded police
presence in New Castle County, the
northernmost of the three counties in the state of Delaware. They
started out with both draft horses
and draft-crosses, but later switched
to all Clydesdales because of an
interest in the breed by the County
Executive (manager) at the time.
There’s no denying these handsome
horses make a great impression
wherever they go, and it’s an added
bonus knowing they can handle the
job with skill and precision.

Learning the Ropes
The patrol acquires the horses
from a variety of places–via donations from individuals and purchases from brokers and breeders in the
Midwest and Canada. Starting off at
age three, the Clydesdales stay on
the job as long as they’re healthy and
content with the work. “We don’t
have a specific age for retirement,”
explains Sgt. Henasey. “The horses let
us know when it’s time. When that
day comes, we honor them with a
celebration ceremony, bringing back
the officers who rode with them in

the past. It’s a festive occasion where
friends and visitors gather to show
their appreciation with send-off wishes for a happy new chapter in life.
“The current officer has first choice
in providing a home for the new retiree," Henasey continues, "and after
that, others in the unit can put in a
request. If this isn’t possible, we open
up an adoption to the public, where
we conduct extensive interviews,
make home visits and follow-up on
each horse. A contract is signed that
stipulates that if they are no longer
able to provide proper care, the horse
must be returned to our department.
Our Clydesdales are like family, so
it’s important to stay connected with
each one in retirement. It’s great getting letters and photos that we share
here at the barn and online so folks
can keep up with their latest news.”
It’s no wonder the officers, staff
and volunteers form special bonds
with these animals. From day one
when each horse arrives, time together building trust and confidence
helps shape solid relationships that
last a lifetime.
Training begins right away–based
on natural horsemanship techniques–starting out with groundwork, walking side-by-side in the
paddock areas and the inside arena
on the property at Carousel Park. It’s
an opportunity to observe and evaluate a horse’s behavior and ability to
take directions. Good ground manners are essential. Do they listen and
respond when instructed to stand
still, move forward and back? Are

Training is extensive & the unit is highly competitive, as evident in this soccer game during the FMP Spring Festival.
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Besides routine police work, the mounted unit makes hundreds of appearances at special events each year, such as
Wilmington's Christmas Parade.

they comfortable with being touched and groomed?
How do they approach and react to being loaded
and unloaded from a trailer?
The next step is tacking up and getting familiar
with a saddle. Some of the recruits have never been
ridden, so it’s important to introduce them to the
feel and smells of the different equipment used out on
patrol. They need to feel safe and comfortable before any
attempt at being ridden. Like any relationship with an
animal, building trust is paramount.
Like a foundation on a building, the initial instruction
sets the course in preparing each horse for future police
work with sensory training–exposure to loud noises,
obstacles and sudden movements. It’s an intense and
ongoing series of desensitizing sessions that help each
animal navigate various situations they might encounter
out on patrol.
Horses are prey animals, with a built-in survival
mechanism to flee whenever danger lurks. Known as
a “flight response,” they instinctively want to distance
themselves from the object of their fear. This can result
in running away, kicking, bucking or jumping to the side

Did you know?
The first mounted patrol on record was founded in 1763 in
London, England. Known as the Bow Street Runners, the unit
was initially formed with a grant to deal with highway robberies
surrounding the city. It was very successful in reducing crime,
but funding stopped after 18 months. The group was reinstated
in 1805 with a new name: The Bow Street Horse Patrol, made
up of 60 cavalry recruits. Thanks to their dedication and bravery,
the idea of protecting cities and communities on horseback has
evolved into a vital profession around the world, worthy of great
recognition and praise.
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Participation in community events, such as parades, festivals &
visits to schools and retirement homes is a huge part of serving
in the mounted unit ... and it's a highlight of the job for the officers.

when spooked.
So the ability to serve in this capacity is a tribute to the
horse and the bond they have developed with humans
over centuries of domestication. Because of that trust,
they have partnered with people on ranches, farms and
city streets–working in ways nature never imagined.
Sensory training helps both horse and rider develop
a keen set of skills that they build on with every session.
They will encounter all sorts of loud noises and sudden
movements, such as someone approaching them with a
leaf blower or bullhorn, or suddenly hearing the sound of
sirens, fireworks and gunfire.
Without warning, another person darts in front of
them on a bicycle or pushing a baby stroller, while someone else waves a large flag in their face. They’ll learn
to navigate across plastic tarps, mattresses and other
unfamiliar objects to get accustomed to the many strange
sensations and sights out on patrol–metal grates, bridges,
railroad crossings and more.
It’s remarkable watching horse and rider meet different
challenges during these training sessions, moving gracecontinued on next page
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Clydesdale Cops on Patrol continued

fully from tunnels and arches made
from PVC pipe festooned with strips
of fabric and balloons, to giant rolling
balls headed in their direction, representing a moving crowd of people.
They don’t even flinch when a smoke
machine suddenly bellows out a wall
of thick fog, blocking their view. They
simply stand and move in unison with
the other horses in training–teamwork
is a big part of patrol work.
“The process is done gradually,”
explains Sgt. Henasey, “adding more

obstacles and sensory devices as each
horse advances through the program.
It’s amazing how they develop such
polish along the way. Clydesdales are
especially quick learners and really
seem to enjoy mastering each lesson. One of the favorite maneuvers is
approaching a parked car surrounded by a group of people rocking and
shoving the vehicle. It’s an exercise in
dealing with agitated individuals in a
crowd. We signal two or three riders
and horses to approach and surround
the disturbance, and then watch how
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people flee. It’s a sure-fire way to
bring safety and order to a situation.”
The training sessions follow the
same philosophy as the amount of
time the Clydesdales remain in the
unit. It depends on each horse’s ability, advancement and interest in the
program. Like people, animals have
individual personality traits; some
catch on quickly, while others need
more time for instruction and practice. Typically, the initial training sessions with the unit are scheduled for
three months, with continuing lessons
throughout each year. It’s all about
building trust and ensuring that each
horse feels safe and confident.
Officer Training
What a warm welcome when visiting the mounted patrol in March.
The setting among the trees and
pastures in the park is tranquil and
inviting–a peaceful haven in the middle of a large, metropolitan city. The
Clydesdales’ stables are adjacent to
the horseback and therapeutic riding facilities at Carousel Park and
Equestrian Center.
I arrived just after the morning
briefing as the officers gathered their
gear and finished up getting their
equine partners ready for patrol. The
atmosphere was jovial and upbeat.
I have such gratitude for a most
interesting three-hour visit with Sgt.
Henasey, chatting and touring the
property. It was an opportunity to
meet the Clydesdales, see the stables
and wander about on foot to observe
the large indoor arena, outdoor training areas and surrounding pastures.
After strolling about, we jumped
in the department’s nifty Kawasaki
Mule utility vehicle for a spin
through the park to take in the sights
that include a cross-country course,
a new dressage area, the giant “Bark
Park,” where visiting dogs can enjoy
a romp through the fields and a large
swimming pond, plus miles of walking and hiking trails.
It was obvious Sgt. Henasey was
proud of the unit and delighted in
explaining more about the officers
and Clydesdales’ involvement in
the community. “There’s something
special about a mounted unit that’s
unlike any other type of law enforcement work," he says. "Not only do
you get to work with animals, but
for the most part, your daily interaction with the public is very positive.
Horses have a way of opening up
conversations and building strong
The Draft Horse Journal, Summer 2019

Parading past the Washington
community relationships.”
Monument during Police Week.
In order to apply for a position on the mounted patrol,
an individual must have at least three years on the job
as a police officer. They do not have to have previous
horse-riding experience–once accepted, they will begin
an intensive program in horse and barn management,
including everything from mucking out stalls to studying equine behavior and proper nutrition. They will
learn about natural horsemanship and work with the
horses in sensory training.
“During the initial interview, I start off with two
important questions that often surprise most applicants,”
explains Henasey. “It’s not about equine experience,
but instead the conversation starts off with a discussion
about handling sporadic schedules and uncomfortable
weather conditions.
“Typically, the mounted unit works patrol on the
day shift Monday through Friday, but we often have
evening and weekend appearances at a variety of community events. For the most part, many of the activities
are scheduled in advance, but there are times when an
unexpected invitation gets posted on the calendar. When
that happens, we need to be there, and it takes time to
get the horses ready and transported across town. This
type of scheduling can interfere with family life, so we
make sure every applicant understands the commitment
Out on Patrol
this job requires.”
To protect and serve–a pledge that the New Castle
The weather is a big issue. Applicants need to underCounty Police Department takes to heart, whether it’s
stand just how crucial this is being outside all day–in
responding to a call on foot, by squad car, motorcycle or
the heat and humidity and then rain, sleet and snow. It
K-9 unit. The mounted patrol is no different, except for
can be uncomfortable sitting in one position in full unithe fact that the officers are on horseback–several feet up
form, especially when waiting to advance into an area
in the air.
on patrol or lined up in unison at a community event.
Their presence makes a big impression on the public,
These types of work conditions aren’t always pleasant,
especially in high-crime neighborhoods where informaso it’s vital that every applicant understands what the job
tion and leads are crucial in apprehending perpetrators.
entails. Fortunately, the relationship between officer and
Usually people will remain inside and quiet when seeing
horse outweighs any inconvenience or discomfort.
a squad car, but many will open their doors and volunSafety and comfort concerns are paramount, so the
tarily approach a horse out by the curb.
officers don’t go out on patrol when the temperature is
“It’s a remarkable experience that continues to amaze
over 90 or below 32 degrees. They will use squad cars
me,” reports Senior Corporal Scott Crum, a full-time offiinstead. The horses also stay back at the stables during
cer with the mounted patrol. “It’s truly the best job in the
icy conditions, to avoid injury.
world. I’ve been a police officer for 12 years, and during
The officers also participate in health and medical
that time I never had anyone pet my patrol car. Working
issues of their assigned horse. In doing so, they are aware
with Wrangler changed all that. We can go into the worst
of any subtle or obvious signs that affect the health and
neighborhoods in the county and people on every block
well-being of their partner. Their observations are an
will come up to us to pet him and ask questions. This
important link to the veterinary team at New Bolton
continued on next page
Center, the large animal hospital on the campus of the
University of Pennsylvania School
of Veterinary Medicine in Kennett
Square, Pennsylvania.
"I'll get off mine
JAMIE SPARROW
It’s a comfort knowing such an
to adjust yours."
Equine Therapist
outstanding medical facility is just 12
miles away in case of emergencies,
and convenient for veterinarians to
stop by the stables for routine checkups and to meet with the officers to
discuss concerns and share pertinent medical information. In return,
they welcome visits to the hospital so
each officer can tour the facilities, ask
questions and get an opportunity to
6873 North Farm Road 43 | Ash Grove, Missouri 65604
know the staff. It’s a wonderful relaCell: 417-209-2289
tionship working together to help the
Clydesdales stay healthy and fit.
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Clydesdale Cops on Patrol continued

opens up the conversation to help us
investigate a crime or unsafe situation.”
Corporal Richard D. Shughart agrees,
“I’m very proud of the partnership I have
with Spartan, especially when going into
an area recovering from a critical accident or dangerous situation. He has
such a calming effect on people,
especially when frightened after
witnessing an incident or experiencing any kind of trauma. A pat
on his nose and talking to him
seem to melt away built-up anxiety and fear. In my 18 years as a
police officer, I’ve never had so
many kind and warm comments
from the public as I have these past three years on the
mounted patrol. It’s all because of our horses–they are a
vital link that connects us with the community.”
The mounted police officer has many duties–to protect people and property, enforce the law, patrol neighborhoods, parks and other areas, investigate suspicious
activities, respond to complaints and emergencies,
to follow and help locate fleeing perpetrators and to
assist with search and rescue cases. The officers have
an advantage being in the saddle, giving them a high
vantage, enabling them to scan an area for individuals or
working crowd control. There’s a common thread in law
enforcement departments that states that a mounted officer is comparable to ten officers on the ground. Not only
can they see more of the surrounding area, but they can
move quickly, navigating terrain more easily than those
on foot, motorcycle or in vehicle.
Mounted units also help keep streets and roads safe
from speeding motorists, DUI incidents
and sleep-impaired
drivers. One wonders
how an officer on
horseback can issue a
traffic citation? They
work in conjunction
with an officer in a
squad car, usually in
areas where the speed
limit is 25 mph. They
also patrol pedestrian
crosswalks, making
sure motorists obey
the law by stopping.
In regards to speeding, the mounted officer typically operates
a radar unit that calculates the speed in
enough time to stop
the vehicle and direct
the driver to the
shoulder. The horses
do not have a siren or
Gretchen Baxter-Walker, founder of lights, but many offiThe Friends of the Mounted Patrol and cers will use a loud
a groom, likes to keep Titan spotless
whistle to gain atten... as well as everything else.
—Lorie Miller photo tion. If a motorist disPage 56

regards the signal, the officer in the car will
follow the violator and execute a stop.
The mounted patrol meets up with them
and issues the ticket on horseback, using
a portable tablet kept in a handy saddle
pouch. Once it’s logged in, the officer
downloads the data to the squad car
equipped with a printer and delivers the ticket to the motorist.
It’s quite a sight and memorable
experience getting a traffic violation
issued on horseback. Afterwards,
most folks want to take a selfie
with the Clydesdale at the window, promising to obey the speed
limit in the future.
Community Outreach
Without a doubt, the Clydesdales are valuable goodwill ambassadors in the county. Their presence helps
build positive relationships between the public and the
police, providing opportunities for conversation and
camaraderie. When out on patrol and when participating at events, people of all ages and backgrounds will
approach the officers and horses with questions, comments and praise. The horses actually have a fan club–
people write to them, follow them on Facebook and visit
the stables. The officers enjoy chatting about their equine
partners and handing out trading cards with their photos and specific information on each horse.
A favorite story involves retired Clydesdale,
Commander. While on active duty, he sustained
a minor leg injury that required stall rest to heal.
When a local family heard about his “timeout,” their
two young daughters volunteered to come read to
him. What a tender sight watching the youngsters
sitting in their little chairs outside his door, turning pages in their picture books. Commander
was very attentive and seemed to enjoy the attention
and stories.
The calendar is full throughout the year with many
visits to classrooms, scouting troops, retirement
homes, festivals and more. “Participating in community events is a highlight of the job,” reports Officer
Roosevelt Lockett, “especially using our hitch wagon
with Seahawk and Titan. We participate in many parades
and special events like delivering toys to the children’s
hospital at Christmastime.”
Officer Lockett and others in the unit appreciate the
extra training they received by traveling to Meadows
Acres Farm in Brandy Station, Virginia, for an intensive
week of driving lessons with instructor, Scott Harmon,
owner of Harmon’s Hayrides and Carriages.
“We had two groups of officers take the course,” says
Scott. “I was impressed by their work ethic and desire to
learn everything about harnessing and groundwork to
hitching and driving. They worked long hours with me
during the day, returning to the hotel at night to study
handouts, a harness glossary, etc. Each officer is to be
commended for their dedication and accomplishments.”
The efforts of the mounted patrol are appreciated by many in the county. In April, they received
a special recognition from the Delaware Small
Business Chamber, honoring the unit with the association’s “Best Community Involvement” award–a
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stunning etched glass wall plaque
that’s now on display with many
other awards and trophies at the
stables.
Being part of a community is more
than an address and place to work.
It’s sharing life experiences and relating to people one-on-one–around the
corner and across town. It’s something the officers and Clydesdales
do with complete sincerity and diligence.
Helping Make the Commitment
“Operating a mounted police unit
keeps us very focused and busy,”
says Sgt. Henasey, “where hours in
a day fly by. Besides paperwork and
scheduling, there are 11 horses to
tend to–which might mean meeting
with the farrier in the morning and
then later in the afternoon, dropping
off 11 fecal samples at the New Bolton
Center to run a qualitative test for
intestinal parasites. No two days are
ever the same. Thanks to our wonderful volunteers, The Friends of the
Mounted Patrol (FMP), we’re able
to keep up with all the community
events and activities that fill the calendar. They’re also instrumental in
raising funds for our horses. It’s a
great partnership that we appreciate
wholeheartedly.”
The FMP is a small group of dedicated private citizens who work on a
volunteer basis to support the unit.
Formed in 2009 when the department was in jeopardy due to budget cuts, the non-profit organization
is committed to keeping the public
informed about the patrol and raising funds to support the ongoing
needs of the active duty unit and
retired horses.
“We’re a small, but mighty, group
of 20 women who believe in the work
and community outreach this unit
does," explains founder, Gretchen
Baxter-Walker. "We’re dedicated to
supporting the horses by helping
with events and the sale of promotional merchandise: tee-shirts, magnets and coffee mugs. One of our
big fund-raising events is the annual
'Miles for the Mounted 5K,' in May
where participants walk or run
through the trails here at Carousel
Park. It’s a wonderful family event to
meet the horses and learn more about
work they do in the community.”
Gretchen knows the horses well.
Not only is she an active volunteer,
but she’s thrilled to be working in her
retirement years on weekday mornThe Draft Horse Journal, Summer 2019

ings at the stables as a groom. She arrives at 7 a.m. to tend to the horses and
keep things clean and orderly in the tack room. The work keeps her in shape
and provides an opportunity to stay connected with the horses she loves.
She’s proud of how the non-profit group helps in providing essential
items for the horses, such as custom saddles and tack, parade leads, a large
run-in-shed in the pasture, boarding fees for the horses at national competitions, the acquisition of two of the latest equine recruits, Junior and Zeep,
and their transportation from Missouri. To date, the organization has raised
over $100,000.
Helping Gretchen coordinate all the activities with the FMP is Lorie Miller,
a computer-savvy individual who enjoys updating the social media pages and
helping with special events and fund-raising. Like Gretchen, Lorie is a loyal
fan of the Clydesdales.
“It’s a pleasure and honor to be associated with such amazing horses,” she
says. “I’m in awe of how they touch so many lives every day, such as the time
a little boy visited the patrol through the Make-A-Wish® Foundation. All he
wanted was to be a mounted police officer, so together with the officers, we
granted his wish with a tour, a special badge and framed certificate. What a
thrill watching him react when the Clydesdales bent down to his level, nuzzling him gently on the neck and shoulders. We all shed tears. Afterwards we
arranged a perfect-size pony ride outside the stables, congratulating him as an
official member of the patrol. How we wish we could have cured his disease,
but for a moment in time, one little boy felt ten feet tall.”
It’s true, the Clydesdales with the New Castle County Mounted Patrol
aren’t talking, but their presence in the community speaks volumes about
steadfast service and staying power. Hats off to all mounted patrol units
worldwide. We salute you!
The Friends of the Mounted Patrol appreciate individual donations & business sponsorships.
For more information: www.clydesdalecops.org • info@clydesdalecops.org
To reach Sgt. James Henasey: James.Hensaey@newcastlede.gov
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